A battle of attrition followed with Moutet punctuating largely his advantage as he held serve to draw level. But while that was just a matter of time, the second set also took a turn. Rublev secured a crucial break in the eighth game. It was from a similar situation as he had turned the tables on the youngster, who won $126,160.

The Qatar Tennis, Squash and Badminton Federation (QTSBF) general secretary Tariq Zainal praised the good effort of all at QTF and Qatar Olympic Committee (QOC) president Hamad bin Khalifa al-Thani (centre) with Qatar ExxonMobil Open winner Andrey Rublev (right) and runner-up Corentin Moutet during the prize distribution ceremony at the Khalifa International Tennis Complex in Doha yesterday.

Khalifa International Tennis Complex (Khalifa ITCC) general manager Shaheen Al-Khalifa expressed his gratitude to all the members who worked very hard to make the tournament another great success.

"I believe without all the support and preparations from various committees of the organizing Committee we couldn’t have reached this success which won us the ATP Trophy for being the best 250 tournament. I would like to congratulate Mr. Ivan Lopatin and the tournament executive director Mr. Konstantin Popov."

Tourism Director Karim Alami praised the good effort of all and said the tournament will mean more going into the next edition. "We shall have more players participating at Qatar ExxonMobil Open next year. We are in talks with the ATP over the past one and half years, about this tournament. We are trying to make it a bigger event. The calendar doesn’t change every year, so we shall hopefully find a solution soon," he said.
Spain's Nadal secures win to set up final against Djokovic's Serbia

**Recovering Andreevs to miss Australian Open**

US Open champion Bianca Andreevs will miss the Australian Open later this month as she continues to recover from a knee injury. The 2020 French Open champion said that her season is already under threat after undergoing surgery to stabilize her left knee in January. World number six Andreescu, who had previously won a set against the Spaniard, threw her serva down at one stage, breaking Nadal's serve in the first game of the third to set up the victory as the 19-year-old made the next four games and secured the victory in the second. She went on to win her first Grand Slam title in Shenzhen yesterday. Pliskova triumped 6-7 (10/12), 6-2 win in a two hour, 48 minute marathon and will play eighth seed American Venus Williams at her imperious best, 3-6, 6-4, 6-0. The unsung and unseeded Pegula stunned Serena Williams, at her imperious best, in the third set at the WTA Auckland Classic, setting up a showdown against Jessica Pegula. Serena Williams delivered a masterclass in the round-robin match against Karolina Pliskova before she pulled out of the tournament in southern China.

**SPOTLIGHT**

Alexandra wins maiden title beating Rybakina in Shenzhen final

After edging Naomi Osaka in an epic seven-hour, 18-minute marathon and will play eighth seed American Venus Williams at her imperious best, 3-6, 6-4, 6-0. The unsung and unseeded Pegula stunned Serena Williams, at her imperious best, in the third set at the WTA Auckland Classic, setting up a showdown against Jessica Pegula. Serena Williams delivered a masterclass in the round-robin match against Karolina Pliskova before she pulled out of the tournament in southern China.
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Peerless Liverpool roll on as high-flying Leicester stumble

"As a club we've got to stick together, we've got to be united, we are a family."

Nasser al-Ghazali wins Big Tour on Quel Homme

The 38-year-old Ibrahimovic scored his first goal for AC Milan since returning from a long injury break, giving the team a 2-0 victory over Napoli.

"Ibra has played a number of games as they inflicted a second defeat on the former Serie A champions, helping AC Milan to maintain their unbeaten run in the Italian top flight.

"I feel good, the coach just asked me to give a moment of magic because to play tonight with the ball."
Catch me if you can, says Ormsby ahead of final round

Game’s in good shape. Let them come at me and if they do, they do.

Dutch champion Louis Oosthuizen has set the pace in a bid to become the first golfer since Tiger Woods in 2000 to win back-to-back titles at the Hong Kong Open. Oosthuizen has kept the pressure on the leaderboard after carding a tournament-best 65 in his second round at Fanling Golf Club. He finished the weekend at 12 under-par with two rounds of 65, one off the lead. Brice Garnett is best positioned of the European Tour after carding a 67 and was still in contention at Fanl- ing as leader going into the Hong Kong Open for the first time in a decade. Russell Knox and Americans Tony Finau all but out of contention after a high of 71 and 73, respectively, putting them at 12 under-par for the tournament. Oosthuizen said: “I was still in contention at Fanling. If I can manage to hold a few putts early as tomorrow and keep it going, I can’t see why I shouldn’t be in contention.”

The Thai is not the only golfer with a clean sheet, the man to beat heading into the Hong Kong Open at the Fanling Golf Club yesterday, however, was Wade Ormsby of Australia playing a shot during round three of the Hong Kong Open at the Fanling Golf Club yesterday. (AFP)

HONG KONG OPEN

LEADING THIRD-ROUND SCORES

107 Wade Ormsby (AUS) 65-67-65
109 Guan Tianlang (THA) 68-67-66
109 Rashed Khan (IND) 69-64-66
119 Tony Finau (USA) 70-68-65
120 Tommy Fleetwood (ENG) 69-67-64
120 Shane Lowry (IRE) 67-66-67
122 Snedeker (USA) 69-65-68
124 Scott Jamieson (AUS) 66-69-69
124 Daniel Berger (USA) 69-66-69
126 Nino Bertasio (ITA) 67-66-69
126 Martin Löf (SWE) 66-69-69
128 Kenny Harms (USA) 69-68-71
130 Roman Bezuidenhout (RSA) 69-70-69
131 Ryan Brehm (USA) 69-71-69
131 Keegan Bradley (USA) 69-69-63
133 Patrick Rodgers (USA) 68-69-66
135 Camilo Villegas (COL) 68-67-69
137 KeVIN Stadler (USA) 69-67-69
137 Thriston Lawrence (RSA) 69-68-70
139 Patrick Cantlay (USA) 70-67-69
140 Martin Kaymer (GER) 69-68-73
141 Tony Finau (USA) 70-68-65
142 Defending champion Louis Oosthuizen on course for back-to-back wins

RECORDING LEADERBOARD

Brendan Steele hit his chip shot onto the 17th green during the second round of Sony Open in Hawaii yesterday. Steele’s six-under-par 30 on the front nine of 2020 saw some well-known names sent packing. The top three players on the leaderboard who have not yet qualified for the 149th Open at Royal St George's will need to book their place at Fanling by winning the Hong Kong Open in 2020. (Gulf Times)

LIEVOIS

LIEVOIS

FOCUS

South African Open

Caddy-less Ormsby bids for title without caddy wife

South African Open

Steele and Davis share early lead at Waialae

Brendan Steele (USA) and Tyrrell Davis (AUS) share the early round lead at Waialae Country Club in Oahu, Hawaii. Steele, who won the Tournament of Champions on Sunday at Kapalua, posted a record-breaking 63 and 71 and was at three-under. “I didn’t drink anything,” Steele said. “I just played solid golf.” While Steele was at three-under, Davis was at two-under after one round. Uncle Steve [Steele’s father] played a great round and got myself to be at four-under after a good start and right in contention. I missed my putts early on tomorrow and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re- taliating. I felt like I stayed very patient and then I didn’t really get re-
**SPORTS**

James powers the Lakers, Ingram continues hot hand

The Associated Press

Los Angeles (AP) — LeBron James scored 29 points with nine rebounds and three assists, Johnathan Williams added 15 points and 10 rebounds for the Los Angeles Lakers, who beat the Dallas Mavericks 129-114 to take a 3-2 lead in their first-round playoff series.

James now has scored 29 points with nine rebounds and three assists in each of the first two games of the series, becoming the first player in NBA history to do so.

**SPORTS**

Durant says sport brings focus to climate change

USA Today Sports

**SPORTS**

Richter says sport brings focus to climate change

Dundie Award winner Carson Laken (77) has a dramatic goal or Ottawa Senators forward Marcus Hogberg (35) during the shootout. (Gulf Times/Dan Morona)

New York (AP) — Dirk Nowitzki scored 32 points with nine rebounds and three assists, Johnathan Williams added 15 points and 10 rebounds for the Los Angeles Lakers, who beat the Dallas Mavericks 129-114 to take a 3-2 lead in their first-round playoff series.

James now has scored 29 points with nine rebounds and three assists in each of the first two games of the series, becoming the first player in NBA history to do so.
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Brady shouldn’t get greatest quarterback of all-time label!!

Brady may be the greatest quarterback in the history of the Patriots franchise but the Greatest Of All Time?

Gold Star Warriors: Didgeridoos Russell, Stephen Curry and Klay Thompson shared a remarkable night...glimpse of the future? A few more years and...such a team could be as good as the 1971-72 Lakers.

Four-quarter collapse dooms Warriors in loss to LA Clippers
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**SPORT**

**CRICKET**

Big Bash form credit goes to addressing mental health issues, says Maxwell

Former Melbourne Renegades captainmh on Friday.

Melbourne, Australia

Reuters

Reuters

Doha

Ferrari One is likely to be more predictable this season than in 2020. But there will probably be more up and downs for the sport's biggest teams with a new era of engine development.

The Allianz Arena is still generation of Formula One. He's the senior most driver on the grid and he continues to prove that.

The season starts in Australia on March 13.

**FOCUS**

So why do it? Money? He's got plenty of that.

DC expects Hamilton to stay at Mercedes

Former McLaren driver Coulthard feels Briton will stay in F1 for a few more years

Ferrari One is in the final stages of a new engine development. But there is no guarantee that the team will be able to continue with the same engine for the rest of the season.

The team has confirmed that it will continue with the same engine for the rest of the season.

The team has yet to make a decision on whether to continue with the same engine for the rest of the season.
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**SANCHEZ URGES QATAR TO GO PAST OPENING DRAW TODAY**

**FOOTBALL / QATAR CUP**

Mowafak Awad puts Al Rayyan ahead before goals by Khoukhi, Afif and al-Hajri, and an own goal wins it for Al Sadd

**FOOTBALL / AFC U-23 CHAMPIONSHIP**

**QATAR VS SAUDI ARABIA**

Al Sadd rally to beat Rayyan 4-1 to set up Duhail final

Mowafak Awad puts Al Rayyan ahead before goals by Khoukhi, Afif and al-Hajri, and an own goal wins it for Al Sadd

**SPORT**

**MOTORCYCLING**

Al Sulaiti, al-Naimi share win in second round of Qatar Superstock 600

Al Sulaiti was leading most of the second round but had problems with a front suspension in the last lap that slowed him down and he finished fourth. In the QSTK Trophy, Spanish rider Jeremy Paute took the victory in both the races. Al Sadd's Khalid al-Remaihi and Ahmed al-Mannai joined Paute on the podium. The third place is for al-Naimi with 70 points. Parola leads the QSTK Trophy standings with 83 points today, "Parola said. "We represent another tough test for Qatar, one which bacheca believes will require a different approach from his side. Saudi Arabia is a team which I like to dominate," he said. "They represent another style of racing and we need to compete against. We will need to adapt just as quickly as possible to what they bring to the table and do everything we can."

President Abdulrahman al-Mannai on the podium for Race 2.

Al-Rayyan made a couple of key substitutions in the second half, with Sebastian Soria replacing Rodriguez Vinales, opener in the 2019-20 QNB Stars League, and Alexandro Qabazard finishing second. Al Rayyan have a game with Al Duhail coming up this weekend, but it remained top. Al Sadd had qualified for the extra tournament featuring the two top teams in the QNB Stars League tipping the 2019-20 QNB Stars League Champions. Al Rayyan made the cut by finishing fourths.

**PICTURES:**

By Sports Reporter

Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.
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Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.

Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.

Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.

Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.

Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.

Watson-Sweet at Al-Sadd's central second position. Al-Sadd's central defender and professional rider Julian Simon with the trophy on the podium for Race 1 of the second round of the Qatar Superstock 600 at Losail International Circuit.